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We propose a novel form of x-ray projection lithography that:~1! requires no mask, and hence can
be considered an x-ray pattern generator;~2! is, in principle, capable of reaching the limits of the
lithographic process. The new scheme utilizes an array of Fresnel zone plates, and matrix-addressed
micromechanical shutters to turn individual x-ray beamlets on or off in response to commands from
a control computer. Zone plate resolution is approximately equal to the minimum zone width, which
can approach 10 nm. Zone plates are narrow-band lensing elements: For a diffraction limited focus,
the source bandwidthDl/l should be less than or equal to the reciprocal of the number of zonesN.
An undulator havingNu magnetic sections emits collimated radiation in a bandwidthDl/l51/Nu .
Nu is usually in the range 35–100. We present a system design based on 25 nm lithographic
resolution usingl54.5 nm. ForN5100 the zone-plate diameter is 10mm. Each zone plate of the
array would be responsible only for exposure within its ‘‘unit cell.’’ To fill in a full pattern, the stage
holding the sample would be scanned inX andY while the beamlets are multiplexed on and off. A
microundulator designed for installation on a commercial compact synchrotron can provide 87 mW
within a 2% bandwidth around 4.5 nm in a divergence cone of 0.28 mrad. The calculated efficiency
of first-order focus for a zone plate operating at 4.5 nm is 31%, using 130 nm of spent U as the
absorber/phase shifter. An exposure rate of;1 cm2/s at 25 nm resolution appears feasible. ©1996
American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relationship between mask–substrate gapG and
minimum feature sizeW in conventional x-ray lithography is
given by

G5aW2/l, ~1!

wherel is the x-ray wavelength~;1 nm! and a is in the
range 1–1.5.1–3 For feature sizes below 50 nm, the gap mu
be below 4mm. Although such small gaps, and even mas
substrate contact, are feasible in research, it is question
whether this would be acceptable in future manufacturi
Thus, one is persuaded to consider x-ray projection, e
cially for feature sizes below 50 nm. At x-ray and extrem
UV ~EUV! wavelengths there appear to be only three p
sible approaches to projection lithography: imaging w
multilayer mirrors, in-line holography, and imaging wit
zone plates. The latter is the simplest and probably the m
practical. In this article a novel maskless version of zo
plate-based lithography is proposed which appears to
highly attractive from the points-of-view of efficiency
throughput, and flexibility. It relies upon recent advances
micromechanics and spatial-phase-locked e-beam litho
phy, both of which are undergoing rapid development.

II. WHY ZONE PLATES FOR NANOLITHOGRAPHY

The imaging properties of Freznel zone plates have b
understood since the late 19th century.4 Zone plates have
been used for many years in x-ray microscopy at the ‘‘wa
window’’ around 2.4 nm.5–9 In this application they work

a!Electronic mail: hismith@nano.mit.edu
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extremely well, revealing details, for example, in biologic
specimens, that are not observable with either electron
croscopy or conventional optical microscopy. Burg
Browne, and Charalambous were the first to propose the
of a zone plate in x-ray lithography.10 To circumvent the
problem of the very limited field-of-view of zone plate
Hector and Smith11 and Feldman12 proposed two different
lithography schemes using arrays of zone plates. B
schemes require a mask and two zone-plate arrays in tan
Because the focusing efficiency of zone plates in the x-
regime is in the range 10%–33%, the need for two tand
arrays implies a focusing efficiency of only 1%–9%, at be

The appropriate wavelength to use for sub-100 nm lith
raphy is either 4.5 nm, at the carbonK absorption edge, or
around 1 nm.1 At the CK edge, resists such as PMMA, whic
are composed primarily of C and H, attenuate only abou
dB/mm, and hence can be quite thick. Early, Schattenbu
and Smith13 and Ocolaet al.2 showed that at a wavelengt
around 1 nm the ranges of photoelectrons and Auger e
trons do not prevent one from achieving resolutions bel
30 nm. The intrinsic resolution at the 4.5 nm wavelength
;5 nm, which is probably at or just beyond the practic
limit of the lithographic process itself. For the zone-plat
array scheme described here, 4.5 nm is the optimal wa
length from the points-of-view of resolution, source chara
teristics, and zone plate fabrication, as described below.

III. ARRAY WRITING STRATEGIES

The proposed lithography scheme is shown schematic
in Fig. 1. It does not require a mask, and employs a sin
zone-plate array. At a wavelength of 4.5 nm, a focusing
43184(6)/4318/5/$10.00 ©1996 American Vacuum Society
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ficiency of 31% is feasible. The system is, in effect, a mas
less zone-plate-array pattern generator. Each zone plate
the array is able to focus a collimated beam of x rays to a fi
spot on a resist coated substrate. To write a pattern, the s
strate is scanned under the array, while the individual bea
lets are turned on and off as needed by means of microm
chanical shutters, one associated with each zone plate. Th
shutters can either be ‘‘downstream,’’ as depicted in Fi
1~b!, or ‘‘upstream,’’ as in Fig. 1~c!.

There are various ways in which the scanning and writin
can be done. One is to employ a square array of zone pla
as depicted, with each zone plate ‘‘responsible’’ for patter
ing only within its ‘‘unit cell.’’ The scanning in this case
would be serpentine, with the stage moving only a distan
equal to the zone-plate diameter~<10mm! in X andY until
all pixels within all the unit cell are addressed, and eith
written ~i.e., shutter open! or not ~i.e., shutter closed!. The
entire array would then be stepped a distance equal to
diameter and scanning repeated. An alternative to this ‘‘ste

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the proposed maskless x-ray projection syste
~a! Perspective view of an array of Fresnel zone plates on a~110! Si sub-
strate. Each zone plate, which defines a ‘‘unit cell,’’ is supported on a th
carbonaceous membrane, with vertical, anisotropically etched Si~111!
‘‘joists’’ for rigid mechanical support. Each zone plate is responsible fo
exposure only within its unit cell~,163104 pixels!. ~b! Cross section illus-
trating the focusing onto a resist-coated substrate, and ‘‘downstream’’ m
cromechanical shutters which turn beams on and off in response to c
mands from a control computer.~c! Illustration of one possible writing
scheme, with the micromechanical shutters located ‘‘upstream’’ and
substrate scanned inX andY by a fast piezoelectric system, thereby filling
in the full pattern.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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and-scan’’ strategy is a linear-scan strategy described
Feldman.12 It employs a close-packed array of zone plat
rotated in such a way that all pixels can be addressed w
the substrate is scanned along one direction only.

In order that lithographic features which cross boundar
between unit cells are free of stitching errors it is necess
that the zone plates be arranged in the array with a placem
precision much finer than a pixel diameter. Spatial-pha
locked e-beam lithography14 could be used to accomplis
this.

IV. ZONE-PLATE ARRAY DESIGN

The principle of operation of Fresnel zone plates has b
described in detail elsewhere.4–12,15 A zone plate can be
thought of as a structure of circular symmetry in which t
local spatial period depends on radius in such a way
first-order diffracted radiation from any radius value cross
the axis at the same point, the focal length. For a plane w
incident the equation that describes the relationship am
the first-order focal lengthf , the zone numbern, and the
zone radiusRn follows from the Pythagorean theorem an
the condition for constructive interference,

~Rn!
21 f 25@ f1nl/2#2, ~2!

wherel is the wavelength. Lettingp represent the ‘‘pitch’’
or period of the outermost zones, the angle of convergenc
focusu for a plane wave incident is given by

sin u5l/p. ~3!

Just as transmission diffraction gratings can be based
periodic obstruction or periodic phase shifting, so also zo
plates can be based on obstruction~‘‘amplitude’’ zone
plates! or phase shifting~‘‘phase’’ zone plates!, and all in-
termediate types as well. Pure phase zone plates have
cusing efficiency of 40% whereas amplitude zone plates
cus only 10% of the incident radiation into the positive firs
order focus. Because zone plates are based on diffrac
they are subject to chromatic aberration. That is, differ
wavelengths are focused at different axial distances. A z
plate will produce a diffraction-limited focal spot only fo
radiation in a bandwidth~BW! given by

BW51/N, ~4!

whereN is the total number of zones.
The starting point of the design of a zone-plate-array p

tern generator is the x-ray source since its bandwidth dict
other system parameters. The bandwidth of line radiat
from inner-shell atomic transitions is sufficiently narrow
many cases for our purposes, however, such sources g
ally do not have sufficient brightness~i.e., photons emitted
per unit area per unit solid angle!. Expressed another way
such sources have sufficient temporal coherence but in
equate spatial coherence for high throughput. Synchro
radiation has good collimation~i.e., spatial coherence! but
inadequate spectral brightness~i.e., power in a narrow band
width!. The optimal source for the zone-plate-array patte
generator is an undulator attached to a synchrotron. S
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sources, which consist of a linear array of alternating m
netic fields inserted into a straight section of a synchrot
orbit, have bandwidths given by an equation identical to
~4!, except thatN in this case is the number of periods of th
alternating magnetic fieldNu . In modern undulators, perma
nent magnets are used with magnetic-field strengths;0.35
T, andNu between 35 and 100. The number of zones in
zone plates is therefore tied directly to the number of peri
in the undulator. Synchrotrons, both superconducting16 and
nonsuperconducting,17 designed specifically for lithography
are available commercially and can be provided with un
lators. The following design is based on the specifications
one such undulator.17,18

For p550 nm ~i.e., 25 nm zone widths! andl54.5 nm,
sinu50.09. Making the approximation sinu5tanu, we have
l/p5RN/ f . Substituting forf in Eq. ~2! and solving forRN

we obtain

RN5Np. ~5!

Thus, forN535–100 andp550 nm, the zone plate diamete
D is in the range 3.5–10mm. Substituting Eq.~5! in Eq. ~2!,
the focal length is given by

f5Np2/l, ~6!

to within 0.2% accuracy. Thus,f is in the range 19–56mm.
The minimum focal spot size is approximately equal to
width of the outermost zone, i.e.,p/2. We take this to be the
pixel diameter. If, for simplicity, we ignore the space tak
up by the joists in Fig. 1~in a final design they may not b
needed! the number of pixels per unit cell is given by

pixels per unit cell5D2/~p/2!2516N2. ~7!

Thus, there are,1.63105 pixels per unit cell.
The focal spot of a zone plate will be smeared out beyo

its diffraction-limited value ofp/2 because of the angula
divergence of the source~i.e., nonperfect collimation!. By
straightforward geometry one can show that the focal spo
enlarged by the factorG, given by

G511~2NpDf/l!, ~8!

whereDf is the source divergence. Taking the value p
vided by a commercial undulator,Df52.831024 rad,17

N550, p550 nm, andl54.5 nm we find that the focal spo
is smeared out by the factor 1.3, i.e., from about 25 to 33

V. THROUGHPUT

We first calculate the limit on throughput imposed by t
incident x-ray flux, and then consider the problem of mu
plexed parallel addressing. Although undulators installed
existing synchrotron facilities can provide adequate flux19 we
consider instead a type of undulator that could be insta
on a compact synchrotron, suitable for manufacturing.
example, a ‘‘microundulator’’ with a period of 14 mm, in
stalled on the Aurora 2 synchrotron,17 would provide a first-
order peak at 4.5 nm, and a flux of 1.9731015 photons/s, or
87 mW, in a 2% bandwidth, suitable for diffraction-limite
focusing by zone plates of;50 zones.18
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 14, No. 6, Nov/Dec 1996
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The power incident on a resist-coated substrateP8 is
given by

P85Pe~p/4!~F !, ~9!

wheree is the efficiency of first-order focusing of the zon
plate, andF accounts for loss due to various factors, inclu
ing the fraction of area taken up by the joists and the atte
ation of the membrane supporting the zone plate array. T
membrane can also serve as the vacuum window. It would
made of diamond or other strong carbonaceous materia
our laboratory we use SiNx membranes, 1.5mm thick and
spanning a diameter of 20 mm, as vacuum windows.20 We
show below that the overall size of the zone-plate array
,1.331.3 mm. Hence, it should be possible to make t
membrane significantly thinner than 1mm. In order to allow
for future ingenuity in the design of either the array of zo
plates or the source, we assume a generous factor,F50.9.
As discussed below, we can takee50.31, in which case
P8519 mW, which is spread out to fill the zone-plate arra
For a resist with a sensitivity of 19 mJ/cm2, a maximum
throughput of 1 cm2/s is predicted.

Actually, at sub-50 nm feature sizes, one should estim
throughput taking into account the stochastic nature of
resist exposure process.21 A resist sensitivity of 19 mJ/cm2

corresponds to an incident flux of 4.3 photons/nm2, or
;2700 photons per pixel~25325 nm2!. This is a very large
number by the usual lithographic criterion.21 For example, if
50% of the incident radiation is absorbed in a 100-nm-th
resist film, this corresponds to 950 J/cm3, which is approxi-
mately the sensitivity of PMMA. It is generally understoo
that low-sensitivity resists such as PMMA will be required
sub-50 nm resolution.

One can expect further improvements in undulators a
perhaps alternative sources~some of which are already in th
conceptual stage!. Hence, the calculated throughput, which
already attractive considering the fineness of the featu
projected, could be further enhanced. At 1 cm2/s the equiva-
lent ‘‘data rate’’ is 1.631011 Hz.

Up to the point where the undulator flux is the limiter, th
throughputT is given by

T5d2RM, ~10!

whered is the pixel diameter,R is the rate at which micro-
mechanical shutters can be switched, andM is the number of
shutters that can be addressed in parallel. Because the
ters would have very small masses, it should be possibl
switch them at rates of several megahertz. If we assume
MHz switching andd525 nm, T56.331025 M cm2/s.
Thus, the throughput would take on the maximum value o
cm2/s, set by the undulator flux, if 16 000 zone-plate shutt
are addressed and multiplexed in parallel~i.e., an array of
1263126!. This appears to be feasible. The area occupied
16 000 unit cells~ignoring joist area! is ,1.331.3 mm2.
Thus, it may be possible to avoid use of joists except on
perimeter of the zone plate array.
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VI. FABRICATION OF ZONE PLATES

Electron-beam lithography provides the optimal path
fabricating zone plates.22 As first demonstrated by Shave
et al.,23 it is necessary to eliminate various sources of dist
tion. This can be done most effectively by comparing t
electron-beam scan raster to a distortion free reference
made using interferometric lithography.24

Figure 2~a! is a plot of the first-order efficiency of zon
plates made of uranium and gold as a function of the thi
ness of the absorber. Note that the efficiency of a gold z
plate never exceeds 10% whereas the efficiency of z
plates made of uranium reaches a maximum of 31% a
uranium thickness of 130 nm. This is because uranium
nearly ideal phase shifter atl54.5 nm. This is further illus-
trated in Fig. 2~b! in which the zeroth-order~i.e., the radia-
tion that is propagated straight ahead! is attenuated abou
98% at 130 nm thickness. Spent uranium is available in la
quantities. Its fluoride UF6 is a gas, hence the material can
reactively etched in fluorocarbon plasmas, presumably
high resolution and aspect ratios compatible with the 130

FIG. 2. ~a! Plots of the fraction of incident 4.5 nm x radiation that is focus
in the first-order focal spot, for zone plates made of gold and uranium,
function of the thickness of the absorber. Note the 31% efficiency for a
nm thickness of U.~b! Plots of the zeroth-order efficiency for gold and U
4.5 nm wavelength. At 130 nm thickness, uranium is nearly an ideal ph
shifter.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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thickness. Uranium does have the problem that it is py
phoric, i.e., it will ignite in air; however, techniques fo
working with uranium have been developed at various la
ratories around the world and this proposed peaceful
should be entirely welcome.

VII. SUMMARY

We have proposed a system for performing nanolithog
phy ~i.e., lithography below 100 nm feature sizes! that em-
ploys an array of Fresnel zone plates in conjunction with
undulator source and micromechanical shutters, all relativ
new technologies, but separately proven. The size of the
ray of zone plates depends on how many shutters can
addressed in parallel. For the design example presented
25 nm resolution, this number need not exceed 1.63104

since the throughput at that point is limited by the undula
flux. Such an array would occupy an area of about 1.331.3
mm2. Of course, it can be larger than this if necessary
match the area of an expanded undulator beam, in wh
case the shutters would be operated at a rate slower tha
MHz.

From Eq.~7!, and assuming a square array of zone pla
measuring 1.331.3 mm2, a pixel diameter of 25 nm, and
N5100, an exposure rate of 1 cm2/s corresponds to a sub
strate scanning rate of 24 cm/s. Laser interferometer con
of the stage should be sufficient at least in the case o
linear-scan strategy.

The maskless nanolithography system proposed here
be operated in a He gas environment for temperature ho
geneity and control, which is a significant advantage o
EUV and charged-particle projection systems which must
operated in vacuum.

The 4.5 nm photon is probably the ideal particle for nan
lithography. The difference in energy between the CK emis-
sion line and the binding energy of theK shell electron in
carbon, the predominant species in most resists, is only 7
Thus, there are no proximity effects with 4.5 nm photons.
the late 1970s, Flanders demonstrated the replication o
nm lines and spaces in PMMA using x rays of 4.5 nm, w
the mask in contact with the resist.25 The absorption in resis
of 4.5 nm photons can be easily increased above tha
PMMA by adding elements other than H or C, i.e., abso
tion can be tailored as lithographic considerations requ
~e.g., to absorb 50% in 100 nm!.
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